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The electronic industry has experienced overwhelming growth in the past several years. Around the world, the industry
exhibited sustained growth for nearly a.

The importance of the drivers is that they prevent the imitation by other new entrants in the market and thus
the company reliability and quality value driver keeps customers from swapping to rivals products. The
history of an organization is a relevant factor that backs to its brand equity. Precisely, in , Samsung posted
consolidated revenues of Korea Republic Won  Samsung, one of the South Korean electronic leading
companies is likely to be the mainstay of Asian electronic industry in this decade. Get your price writers
online Global companies face various challenges that in a way jeopardize their operations in the global market.
The strong growth that the industry has experienced can be attributed to the increased consumption of
electronic devices, most notably digital cameras, HD televisions sets, MP3 players, and DVD players.
Following the challenges Samsung is currently experiencing, the company had embraced various trends that
have seen it maintaining a competitive advantage over other organization. The energetic economic growth
brings both more consumer power and higher risk and uncertainty. Aggressive labor unions are able to
promote wage increases and huge bonuses that the industry may not afford, and the effect may halt production
across firms. The industry is expected to grow as the economy continues to grow as there exists a strong
relationship between them Chute,  History[ edit ] The electric power industry began in the 19th century and
this led to the development of all manner of inventions. Creating unique new cultures and experiences. The
electronic industry has experienced overwhelming growth in the past several years. Radio broadcasting in the
early 20th century brought the first major consumer product, the broadcast receiver. While the world moves to
ensure that there is green energy sustainability in all sectors of the economy, Samsung also moves to ensure
that they conform to those regulations. Lovitt, W. The moment that Samsung is unable to fulfill such mandates
means that there is a loophole which is left by its management and it can be exploited by their rivals.
Electronics in Industry. Related posts:. See appendix Compared with Japan and Korea, China has some unique
advantages and challenges to attract investors: - Market potential. The composition of import is mainly held
by energy petrol , resource products and equipment which are vital for domestic development Foreign Affairs, 
Conferring with V-C analysis Samsung is both value and cost leader in the market and this ensures it is able to
create the highest buyer and firm surplus in the industry that it controls. Consumers have become increasingly
dependent to the use of technological devices. Asia Monitor, In short, the whole market situation and
foreground is attractive and changeable. An additional weakness that Samsung faces is focusing on too many
products. Increasingly these products have become based on digital technologies, and have largely merged
with the computer industry in what is increasingly referred to as the consumerization of information
technology. Samsung electronics faces many challenges of elements from the macro environment as any
organization and hence necessary steps need to be laid out to overcome these challenges. The biggest
challenge that Samsung electronics have experienced over time is high levels of competition from its rival
companies Apple and Sony companies. Globalization that is the amalgamation of individuals with world
markets â€”is may be the most important and inescapable economic expansion of the late 20th and early 21st
Centuries. This is because there are regulations that are supposed to ensure that corporations that are based in
any country are able to work within certain governmental parameters so as to avoid conflict which may arise
within their competitors or the state. The population of China exceeded 1. This is because Samsung has used
the prospector approach in its manufacturing industries so that it can increase their market share on the
products which they are manufacturing. The growth of the electronic industry can be attributed to the current
demand trends that are prevalent in the market. With the advent of better technology, this allows the industry
produce new electronic devices which in turn enable the improvement of existing products and the creation of
more innovative devices. The best way in which Samsung electronics an be assessed is through utilization of
six force models. Overall, when compared to its competitors in the industry; Samsung has the highest V-C.
Kashyap Pd. Employment also affects the status of the industry since a large potential workforce translates to
larger potential gains, and competition between companies may lead to more efficient production Yefim, 


